Huge tools make possible in a few days or hours what used to take hundreds of workers weeks or months.

They operate Germany's largest and strongest machines. With courage and sure instinct, they control machines weighing tons with millimetre precision. In each episode Men & Machines presents the biggest devices of different industries like tunnel construction, cranes, track construction, surface mining, demolition companies or forestry and their guides in action. What do the men have to bring along if they want to operate Germany's largest machines safely and how are such mega-aggregates manufactured? The German mechanical engineering industry is world-famous. Men & Machines shows why. Get a glimpse into the production halls of these machines and see engineering at its best.

Episodes:
1. Mole of Steel
2. Mobile Monster Cranes
3. Power Pack on Rails
4. The Landscapers
5. The Destroyer
6. The Tree Pushers
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